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We present the main characteristics of the energy and coupling surfaces for the BeH2
41

quasimolecule, that are relevant to the dynamics of electron capture in Be411H2 collisions in the 50
eV amu21,E,1 keV amu21 energy range. To construct the wave functions, we implemented a
block-diagonalization method using the many electron description standard~MELD! program, which
was recently modified to calculate nonadiabatic couplings. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!00301-2#

I. INTRODUCTION

The main characteristics of the potential energy curves
and nonadiabatic couplings for XHq1 quasimolecules, as
well as their relevance to the dynamics of electron capture in
collisions between multicharged ions and H atoms are very
well known.1–3 On the other hand, the information on the
corresponding triatomic systems XH2

q1 is scanty, which is
unfortunate because Xq11H2 collisions are just as impor-
tant, from the point of view of ion-beam scattering experi-
ments as well as in the physics of thermonuclear reactors. In
particular, dynamics involving Be ions is of great importance
in the modeling of tokamak plasmas, because beryllium is
currently used~JET! and envisaged~ITER! as a cladding for
facing components~e.g., divertors!, as well as a neutron mul-
tiplier in the tritium breeding blanket of fusion reactors.4 The
role of collisions between ionized Be and H2 molecules in
the ground as well as excited vibrational states is believed to
play a crucial role in divertor physics. To assess its quanti-
tative relevance, it is required to insert the corresponding
capture cross sections in the modeling codes for the plasma
dynamics. As a first step towards obtaining these data, in a
recent paper5 we reported some preliminary calculations on
the charge transfer cross section in Be411H2(X

1Sg
1 ,v50)

collisions at impact energies 50 eV amu21,E,1
keV amu21!. This dynamical treatment employed molecular
energies and nonadiabatic couplings for the BeH2

41 quasi-
molecule calculated with the multireference configuration in-
teraction~CI! programMELD,6 which was recently modified7

to obtain the couplings. Here, we shall report the character-
istics of the molecular data, which for conciseness could not
be presented in our dynamical work,5 and are a useful quan-
titative reference for future applications on electron rear-
rangement occurring at pseudocrossings, in multicharged
ion–H2 collisions.

Application of the techniques ofab initio quantum
chemistry in the treatment of dynamical, nonreactive prob-
lems would seem straightforward, since spectroscopic accu-
racy in the electronic data is not usually required. However,
one finds that several standard techniques, and many usual
characteristics of potential energy surfaces~PES’s!, do not
directly apply. For instance, unlike the ‘‘usual’’ situation, the
electronic states of the triatomic involved in nonreactive col-
lisions are seldom bound~no ‘‘equilibrium’’ geometry!, and
nonadiabatic couplings are also needed. For descriptions and
references of state-of-the-art techniques of quantum chemis-
try to calculate PES’s, see, for example, Searles and
Nagy-Felsobuki8 for molecular vibrorotational spectra, and
Handy et al.9 for reaction dynamics; for dynamical cou-
plings, see, e.g., Nakamura.10

The BeH2
41 quasimolecule is a striking case where the

usual techniques of quantum chemistry need modification in
a way that will not be found in those publications. As will be
explained in the next section, this is due to the fact that the
electronic states of both the entrance and the main exit chan-
nels are infinitely excited, because their energies lie above
those of several Rydberg series. This precludes a direct ap-
plication of the usual variational methods, which are based
on the Hylleraas–Undheim11–McDonald12 theorem: to accu-
rately reproduce the states, an infinite basis would seem to be
necessary! To solve the problem, the present work reports an
implementation of the so-called block-diagonalization~BD!
approach,13–15 which is here applied to a triatomic for the
first time; the method is described in Sec. II A. Once the
technique is implemented, we shall show in Sec. II B that the
calculation of dynamical couplings follows as in the standard
CI case.7 Section III presents and discusses the main overall
features of the PES’s, and the radial coupling that determines
the capture process in the Be411H2(X

1 Sg
1) dynamics. The

variation of the molecular data with angular and radial inter-
nal coordinates will be examined in detail, as it has a strong
bearing on the use of standard approximations16–20 to calcu-
late vibrationally resolved cross sections.

a!Permanent address: Bogoliubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev,
Ukraine 252143.
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Atomic units are used throughout, except where other-
wise indicated.

II. METHOD

A. Molecular energies: BD using MELD

The BeH2
41 geometry can be defined by the usual inter-

nal coordinates:21 the two ‘‘bond’’ lengths R[RBe2H ,
r[RH2H , and the angleu between them.

For the collision energy range 50 eV amu21,E,1
keV amu21, the main outcome in Be411H2(X

1Sg
1) colli-

sions is5 single charge transfer to molecular channelsCsct,
which are correlated at infiniteR separations, to
Be31(3l )1H2

1(1ss). These states transform like irreducible
representation of the point groupCs , and are, as mentioned
in Sec. I, infinitely excited. This may be seen in the qualita-
tive diagram of Fig. 1 for theR→` limit.

In addition to this complication, the energies ofCent and
Csct present avoided crossings with those of other infinitely
excited wave functionsCdct, of electronic structure
Be211(2snl)1H11H1, Be21(2pnl)1H11H1, which de-
scribe double capture to autoionizing Be ions. These avoided
crossings are physically irrelevant, because they are very

sharp, and hence diabatically traversed except at extremely
low nuclear velocities. This sharpness may be understood by
considering the dominant configurational structure of the
Cent, Csct, and Cdct wave functions outside the regions
where their energies pseudocross. At the rather largeR ~.5
bohr! distances that are involved in the electron transfer dy-
namics, this structure is of the form

Cent'isH2HsH2Hi ,

Csct'
1

&

~ isH2H8 xBei2isH2H8 xBei !,

Cdct'
1

&

~ ixBexBe8 i2ixBexBe8 i !

~1!

in a standard notation, wheresH2H , sH2H8 are molecular
orbitals~MO’s! of the H2 and H2

1 systems, respectively, and
xBe, xBe8 atomic orbitals. Whenever the energies of two of
these configurations cross, as functions ofR, for fixed u, r
values, those of the corresponding adiabatic wave functions
avoid crossing, and the energy gap at the pseudocrossing
DEent2sct ~DEent2dct! is given as twice the configuration in-

FIG. 1. Qualitative diagram illustrating the infinitely excited character of the electronic energies that are relevant to electron rearrangement in Be411H2

collisions, at infinite Be–H separations. For clarity, the molecular energies are represented by three blocks of short horizontal lines:~i! The left block
corresponds to states of character Be211H11H1, and contains the Rydberg series Be21(1snl)1H11H1 converging to the first ionization threshold
Be31(1s)1H11H1 ~marked with a long horizontal line!, the second Rydberg series of autoionizing states Be21(2snl)1H11H1, Be21(2pnl)1H11H1

converging to the second ionization threshold, and so on.~ii ! The middle bloc contains the Rydberg series Be31(1s)1H2
1(nl) converging to the first

ionization threshold. Above this threshold, we have autoionizing states of structure Be31~n52,3!1H2
1(nl), etc., and in particular, the relevant exit channels,

of structure Be31(3l )1H2
1(1ss), which are therefore seen to be infinitely excited.~iii ! The right block contains the entrance channel Be411H2~

1Sg
1! energy.

This state is therefore seen to be infinitely excited.
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teraction^CentuH uCsct& ~^CentuH uCdct&!, whereH is the fixed-
nuclei electronic Hamiltonian. From Eq.~1! DEent2sct is ex-
pressed in terms of nuclear attraction and hybrid integrals,
while DEent2dct is given in terms of exchange integrals. For
R.5 bohr, the former interaction is considerably larger than
the latter, and so is the resulting energy splitting at the cor-
responding pseudocrossing.

As a consequence of those characteristics, the energies
of the states that are relevant to the dynamics appear as high
lying roots of CI calculations, which pseudocross those of
irrelevant configurations corresponding to double electron
capture. This renders unwieldy both the static~of molecular
energies and couplings! and dynamical~of transition prob-
abilities! calculations. Fortunately, the problem of obtaining
the static data for infinitely excited states has been thor-
oughly studied for atomic collisions: since those states are
autoionizing, they can be constructed by using
stabilization22–24or Feshbach25–29 techniques; in the present
case, it is simpler, and more appropriate to implement a BD
method,14,15 that permits, in addition, to eliminate the double
capture transfer states~which would remain with a standard
stabilization or Feshbach treatment!.

The particular implementation of the BD method em-
ployed here within theMELD scheme consisted in selecting,
in the CI basis, those configurations of Be31~n>3!1H2

1 and
Be411H2 structure. For this purpose, we built the configu-
rations from a set MO’s obtained in a calculation carried out
for BeH2

51 , and excluding those MO’s that correlate, at large
R, to Be31(1s,2s,2p). This was easily done since the ex-
cluded MO’s are the lowest lying ones, and have no avoided
crossings with higher ones, for the whole range ofR.5 bohr
considered. As the truncated MO basis is orthogonal to the
Be31(1s,2s,2p) orbitals, the CI basis constructed from it is
unable to reproduce states of structure Be31(1s,2s,2p)
1H2

1(nl) and Be21(1snl)1H11H1. Since the Rydberg se-
ries are, to a very good accuracy, represented by these struc-
tures, they are not reproduced by the limited CI procedure. In
addition, the double capture states, of structure
Be21(2snl)1H11H1 and Be21(2pnl)1H11H1, are not
reproduced either. The consequence is that the seeked-for
entrance and exit channel wave functions are obtained from
the lowest roots of the block-diagonalization procedure.

B. Dynamical couplings

In previous work,7 the MELD6 package was modified to
evaluate directional derivatives for ion–molecule systems.
This scheme can be directly applied to BD calculations such
as those described in the previous section, and a summarized
version of the method is presented here for completeness. As
will be seen in the following~Sec. III B!, we shall here focus
on a derivative in theR direction, M5^C1u]/]RuC2&
5^C1uR̂–“RuC2&. Using standard numerical differentiation,
this is evaluated, to first order in the stepd

M'd21^C1~R!uC2~R1dR̂!& ~2!

in terms of the~delayed! overlap between wave functions for
two close nuclear configurations, where for clarity only the

parametric dependence uponR of the wave functions
C j (r1 ,sz1,r2 ,sz2;R) is made explicit, and the origin of elec-
tronic coordinates~kept constant! is chosen at the Be
nucleus. The overlap is evaluated using a generalization7 of
the method proposed by Cooper.30 As the wave functions are
linear combinations of configurations constructed from a MO
basis$Fp%, we have

^C1~R!uC2~R1dR̂!&5n21 Tr~P128 S* !, ~3!

whereP128 is analogous to the transition density matrixP12
for statesC1 andC2, except thatC2 has now been evaluated
at the shifted nuclear configurationR1dR̂, and therefore
P128 is obtained from the coefficients of two CI calculations.
S* is the delayed overlap matrix in the MO basis, which is
evaluated to first order ind

Spp* 5^Fp~R!uFp~R1dR̂!&'1,

Spq* 5^Fp~R!uFq~R1dR̂!&.
~4!

Expressing the MO’s as linear combinations of a set of
atomic orbitals$fs~rb!%, where rb represents the electronic
coordinate with respect to nucleusb

Fp~R!5(
s
cps~R!fs~rb! ~5!

and substituting Eq.~5! in Eq. ~4!, the matrix elements ofS*
are expressed

^Fp~R!uFq~R1dR̂!&

'd^Fpu
]

]R
uFq&

5d(
st

cpŝ fsuf t&
]cqt
]R

1cpŝ fsu
]

]R
uf t&cqt

'(
st

cps~R!^fsuf t&cqt~R1dR̂!

1dcps~R!^fsu
]

]R
uf t&cqt~R!, ~6!

where the partial derivatives are carried out keeping constant
the remaining eight nuclear coordinates and the electronic
ones. These matrix elements^fsu]/]Ruf t& are then calcu-
lated by shifting the origin~at the Be nucleus! chosen in Eq.
~8!, to the nucleusb the orbitalft is centered at, by using the
identity

]f t

]R G
r j

5
]f t

]R G
r jb

1(
i

¹f t•
]r ib
]R G

r j

. ~7!

By using this equation, the last term of Eq.~6! is then related
to matrix elements of the electronic gradient. The accuracy
of the coupling depends on the stepd; it was checked that
results did not change whend was decreased from 1024 to
1025 bohr.

Finally, it may be pointed out that some additional infor-
mation is contained in drawings of the surfacesM (R,r ,u)
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when, as in the present application:~a! the dynamical pro-
cess occurs through nonadiabatic transitions between two
statesC1, C2 in a limited domainR02j,R,R01j; and
~b! in this domain, the two wave functions can, to a good
approximation, be represented by linear combinations of~ap-
proximately! diabatic states, which coincide with the adia-
batic ones forR,R02j; in the present case, the diabatic
states would have the structure shown in Eq.~1!. Then, the
surfacesM (R,r ,u) yield information on the directional de-
rivative along the vibrationalr coordinate, through

N~R,r ,u![^C1u]/]r uC2&5^C1u r̂ •¹ r uC2&

'E
R02j

R ]M ~R8,r ,u!

]r
dR8. ~8!

III. RESULTS

A. BD vs CI

The orbital basis set for Be was obtained from first scal-
ing that of Erreaet al.,31 and contracting it to reproduce the
orbitals of Be31(nl) up to n53; for the H atoms we have
used the 31G** basis of Krishnanet al.32

We first illustrate the difficulties involved in a straight-
forward application of theMELD package for the BeH2

41 qua-
simolecule. We show in Fig. 2 a plot of the 40th to the 83rd
roots obtained in a full-CI calculation, as functions ofR, for
fixed u50° and r51.4 bohr. Incidentally, in view of the
applications foruÞ0° presented below, calculations were
carried out disregarding any other symmetry operations that
reflection on a (XZ) plane containing the nuclei. The corre-
sponding dynamical couplings are not presented because the
figure is very complicated, and is extremely difficult to ob-
tain when one requires a sign of the couplings that is coher-
ent for allR.

It is clear from Fig. 2 that elimination of the Rydberg
series, discretized continuum and doubly capture states must
be performed to obtain the molecular data that are needed in
the dynamics. To do this, we implemented the BD method as
explained in Sec. II A, thereby reducing the number of basis
configurations from 551 to 370. Foru50° andr51.4 bohr,
the ensuing energy correlation diagram is given in Fig. 3~b!,
which should be contrasted to Fig. 2. A quantitative compari-
son between these figures shows that, forR.5 bohr and
except, of course, at the pseudocrossing regions, the energies

FIG. 3. Plot of the lowest roots~in hartree! obtained in the block-
diagonalization calculation for the BeH2

41 system. The energies are plotted,
as functions of the Be–H distanceR ~in bohr!, for a linear configuration
~u50°! and for an H–H distance~a! r51.2 bohr;~b! r51.4 bohr; and~c!
r51.7 bohr.

FIG. 2. Illustration of the need of the block-diagonalization procedure. Plot
of the 40th to the 83rd roots~in hartree! obtained in the full-CI calculation
for the BeH2

41 system, by using the basis described in the text. The energies
are plotted, as functions of the Be–H distanceR, for a linear configuration
~u50°! and for an H–H distancer51.4 bohr. This diagram may be com-
pared to that of Fig. 3~b!, using block diagonalization.
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of the entrance and relevant exit channels are identical to the
accuracy of the CI calculation. As an illustration, we give in
Table I for someR values a comparison of corresponding CI
and BD energies; the root numbers are also indicated. Inci-
dentally, it will be noticed that in most cases of Table I,
restriction of the basis in the BD procedure results in a~tiny!
lowering of the energies. This is not contradictory to the
Hylleraas–Undheim11–McDonald12 theorem, and is due to
the fact that the block is not strictly orthogonal to lower lying
CI roots such as the Be21~1s2!1H2

21 ground state. Conse-
quently, the Hylleraas–Undheim–McDonald theorem does
not apply for each isolated block. The absolute accuracy of
the energies can be gauged from their asymptotic values: a

comparison with other available data33,34 for H2 and H2
1 is

given in Table II, and the energy of Be31~n53! is repro-
duced to four decimal places.

B. Limitation to two states

A study of the molecular data permits to see which elec-
tronic states are likely to be involved in the capture process.
For this, we take into account that transitions are localized5

in the neighborhood of the pseudocrossings of the PES; see,
for example, Fig. 3~b! for fixed u50° andr51.4 bohr. Then,

FIG. 4. Plot of the lowest roots~in hartree! obtained in the block-
diagonalization calculation for the BeH2

41 system. The energies are plotted,
as functions of the Be–H distanceR ~in bohr!, for a perpendicular configu-
ration ~u590°! and for an H–H distance~a! r51.2 bohr;~b! r51.4 bohr;
and ~c! r51.7 bohr.

TABLE II. Test of the accuracy of the asymptotic energies. Comparison
between electronic energies obtained~Ecalc! for the H2

1 and H2 molecules, at
two H–H distances, with available accurate data~Eexact!.

RH-H51.4
System Ecalc Eexact Ref.

H2
1 20.568 6 20.569 9 33

H2 21.169 14 21.174 47 34
RH-H52.0
System Ecalc Eexact Ref.

H2
1 20.601 59 20.602 6 33

H2 21.133 45 21.138 13 34

TABLE I. Illustration of the accuracy and simplification attained with the
block-diagonalization procedure. Electronic energies~in a.u.! of the BeH2

41

states that are relevant to electron rearrangement in Be411H2 collisions,
obtained by using full configuration interaction~above! and block-
diagonalization~below! methods, for three Be–H2 distances~in a.u.!. The
root number is given in each case.

u50°
RBe-H

RH-H51.4
Channel Root number Energy

5.8 Entrance 52 21.207 121
1 21.207 328

Exit 69 21.019 540
2 21.019 755

Exit 70 21.011 919
3 21.011 913

Exit 72 20.983 672
4 20.983 751

8.4 Entrance 69 21.179 661
1 21.179 673

Exit 70 21.154 849
2 21.154 887

Exit 73 21.136 318
3 21.136 338

Exit 75 21.121 429
4 21.121 457

12.5 Exit 72 21.243 879
1 21.243 887

Exit 73 21.233 651
2 21.233 655

Exit 74 21.226 732
3 21.226 738

Entrance 84 21.169 389
7 21.169 389
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a straightforward study of the data displayed in this figure,
together with a use of the well-known Landau–Zener
model35,36 for an order-of-magnitude estimate of the cross
sections, lead to the conclusion that, at least for collisional
energiesE.1 eV and for diatomic distancesr'1.4 bohr, the
dominant rearrangement mechanism involves two molecular
states: the entrance channelCent and a single stateCsct cor-
relating to Be31~n53!1H2

1(1ss) –transitions between them
taking place in the vicinity of the pseudocrossing between

their energies, located atR'9 a.u. All other states exhibit
very sharp pseudocrossings that are traversed diabatically.
Similar considerations carried out for Figs. 3~a! and 3~c!
show that the same diabatic character of the crossings holds
for otherr ~1.2, 1.7 bohr, respectively! values, and in Figs. 4
for u590°, and the samer distances. In these figures, it will
be noticed that for the smallest distancer51.2 bohr, the
energy gaps at the sharp pseudocrossings just begin to be
visible.

To understand the physical reason why only two states
need to be considered, it is useful to point out the strong
similarity with the energy diagram for the BeH41 diatomic;
this is given in Fig. 5, which can be compared to Figs. 3 for
a molecular treatment of the Be411H(1s)
⇒Be31~n53!1H1 reaction, see Erreaet al.37 The similarity
shows why the main transitions in the Be411H2 reaction
occur5 between the two states described in the previous para-
graph: all other avoided crossings in Figs. 3 appear asreal
crossings in Fig. 4~because of the increased symmetry38 for
the single-electron diatomic!; accordingly, when the H atom
is replaced by a H2 molecule, the crossings become ex-
tremely sharp avoided crossings.

The relation between the diagrams of Figs. 3~or Figs. 4!
and Fig. 5 can be further analysed. First, in both diagrams
the pseudocrossings occur because of the different asymp-
totic behavior of entrance and exit channel energies. In par-
ticular, the Be31 ion interacting with the charged H2

1 mol-
ecule inCsct, the orbitalxBe appearing in expression~1! is a
hybrid combination of the 3s, 3p, and 3d orbitals of Be31.

FIG. 5. Correlation plot of the~exact! molecular energies~in hartree! of the
diatomic BeH41 system that correlate, at infinite internuclear separation, to
Be411H and Be31(3l )1H1, and are the most relevant channels in Be411H
collisions.

FIG. 6. Isotropy of the PES’s of the entrance and main exit channel con-
sidered in this work. Plot of the electronic energies~in hartree!, as functions
of the Be–H distanceR ~in bohr!, and the ‘‘bond’’ angleu ~in degrees!, for
an H–H distancer51.4 bohr.

FIG. 7. Isotropy of the nonadiabatic couplingM @Eq. ~2!#, between the
entrance and main exit channel considered in this work. Plot ofM ~in
bohr21!, as a function of the Be–H (R) ~in bohr! and the ‘‘bond’’ angleu
~in degrees!, for an H–H distancer51.4 bohr.
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The same holds in the diatomic case, where the hybridization
of the Be31 ion is due to the proton. The Be31 hybrid has a
dipole moment which interacts with the charge of the ionic
partner ~H2

1 or H1!, yielding a R22-varying term. The
pseudocrossing position is then given as theR value where
the Be311H2

1~H1! interaction, roughly given by the 3/R
Coulomb repulsion plus this ion–dipole term, equals the as-
ymptotic energy energy difference with the entrance channel
Be411H2~H!. The situation is thus the same for the di- and
triatomic, and is slightly different from the usual ionic–
covalent transitions, where, except for smallR24-varying in-
duction terms, the transition region is only determined by the
Coulomb interaction in the ionic state. With respect to the
quantitative differences between the diagrams of Figs. 3~b!
~for example! and 5, they are easily seen to be a consequence
of the fact that the energy difference between entrance and
exit channel is 0.389 hartree at infiniteR for the diatomic
case, and 0.282 hartree for the triatomic, foru50° andr51.4
bohr. As a consequence, the pseudocrossing is displaced to
larger values ofR in the triatomic. Furthermore, since the
exchange interaction between the Be ion and the hydrogen
atom or molecule decreases exponentially withR ~see Sec.
II A !, this displacement is accompanied by a narrowing of
the energy gap at the corresponding pseudocrossing between
the adiabatic energies. These differences are less marked at
largerr values@see Figs. 3~c!, 4~c!#, because the energy dif-
ference between H2 and H2

1 then decreases, and the molecu-
lar energy diagram for the triatomic becomes closer to that
for the diatomic.

C. Potential energy and dynamical coupling surfaces

1. Angular dependence

Even with the reduction to a two-state problem, the vi-
sualization of the pertinent molecular data~PES’s and dy-
namical coupling!, which are functions of the ‘‘bond’’
lengthsR, r , and the angleu between them, requires ‘‘cuts’’
of these four dimensional surfaces. Fortunately, as we shall
now see, the angleu is easily dispensed with in the discus-
sion. Figure 6 displays the energy surfaces for the entrance
and exit channels, and Fig. 7 the nonadiabatic coupling be-
tween them as functions ofR andu ~in degrees!, for r51.4
bohr. As in Fig. 3, the two PES’s avoid crossing at a value
R'9 a.u. that is almost independent ofu; accordingly, the
radial coupling exhibits a corresponding Lorentzian ridge.
The weak anisotropy of the data is caused by the small an-
gular dependence of the position and width of the
pseudocrossing. This is in turn due to the little variation of
the entrance channel PES, and the isotropy of the Coulomb
and charge–dipole interactions in the exit channel. Neverthe-
less, because of higher order intermolecular forces, the data
are not completely isotropic, and there is an increase of'0.5
bohr in the pseudocrossing position between theu50° and
u590° values. This variation is almost independent of the
internuclear distancer of the diatomic.

2. Radial dependence

We present in Figs. 8 and 9 the variation of the PES’s
and theM coupling withR and r , for u50°. It will be no-

FIG. 8. Radial dependence of the PES’s of the entrance and main exit
channel considered in this work. Plot of the electronic energies~in hartree!,
as functions of the Be–H (R) and H–H (r ) distances~in bohr!, for a col-
linear geometry~u50°!.

FIG. 9. Radial dependence of the nonadiabatic couplingM @Eq. ~2!#, be-
tween the entrance and main exit channel considered in this work. Plot ofM
~in bohr21!, as a function of the Be–H (R) and H–H (r ) distances~in bohr!,
for a collinear geometry~u50°!.
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ticed that these data, as well as the ‘‘cuts’’ in Figs. 3 and 4,
display a marked variation with the value of the internuclear
distancer of the diatomic. This holds for all orientations of
this molecule; as an illustration, the PES’s foru590° are
given in Fig. 10. The strongr dependence was found5 to
have a major effect on the dynamics, and in particular on the
vibrational state dependence of the capture cross section. In
particular, it precludes the use of Franck–Condon-type
approximations17,18,39 up to rather high collision energies
E.9 keV, because the validity of these approximations
hinges on a small variation of the transition amplitudes with
the corresponding vibrational coordinate. It is therefore im-
portant to understand why we have a steep variation in the
present case.

The r dependence of the molecular data can be directly
related to the energy values at infiniteR. For 1.4 bohr,r,2
bohr ~approximately!, the H2

1 energy diminishes withr ,
while that of the H2 molecule increases. Accordingly, the
energy difference between entrance Be411H2 and exit
Be311H2

1 channels significantly increases withr , for fixed
R values. Since the pseudocrossing position is roughly given
by three times the inverse of the energy difference, we see
that this position also diminishes withr . As explained above,
the energy gap at the pseudocrossing decreases exponentially
with its position, so that whenr increases we obtain a wider
avoided crossing~Fig. 8! and a flatter coupling~Fig. 9!. For
1 bohr,r,1.4 bohr, both energies decrease withr , but that
of H2

1 ionization decreases faster, with the same final behav-
ior that at largerr values.

It is customary10,19 in many applications to employ the

Landau–Zener model35,36of electronic transitions, which is a
Lorentzian fit of the coupling

M ~R,r ,u!'
l/2

~R2R0!
21l2 , ~9!

whereR0(r ,u) is the pseudocrossing position, andl(r ,u) a
parameter yielding the width of the peak. By a fit of our
calculated couplings, made by taking~2l!21 to be the peak
value, we have explicitly checked that forr,1.85 bohr the
model reproduces correctly the transition probabilities,
within the usual limitations.16,36For r.1.85 bohr, expression

FIG. 10. Radial dependence of the PES’s of the entrance and main exit
channel considered in this work. Plot of the electronic energies~in hartree!,
as functions of the Be–H (R) and H–H (r ) distances~in bohr!, for a per-
pendicular geometry~u590°!.

FIG. 11. Strongr dependence of the nonadiabatic couplings. Plot of the
nonadiabatic couplingM @Eq. ~2!#, between the entrance and main exit
channel considered in this work, as a function of the Be–H distanceR ~in
bohr!, for a collinear geometry~u50°!, and for the H–H distances:~a!
r51.2 bohr;~b! r51.4 bohr; and~c! r51.7 bohr.
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~9! is inaccurate, and the Landau–Zener method can then
produce cross sections that are in error by several orders of
magnitude.

Incidentally, when Eq.~9! is accurate, use of Eq.~8!
yields a corresponding expression for the radial coupling
along the vibrational coordinate

N~R,r ,u!'Ml
]

]r SR2R0

l D . ~10!

For future applications, it is useful to display in more
detail the main features of the molecular data. This requires
cuts of the previous surfaces for fixedr values, to be exam-
ined together with the 3D plots. These data are given in Figs.
3 ~u50°! and 4 ~u590°!, for the energies and Figs. 11~u
50°! and 12~u590°! for the coupling.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the main characteristics of the poten-
tial energy and nonadiabatic coupling surfaces for the BeH2

41

quasimolecule, that are relevant to the dynamics of electron
capture in Be411H2 collisions in the 50 eV amu21,E,1
keV amu21 energy range. While the molecular data and dy-
namical processes are similar to those of Be411H collisions,
there appears a striking difference with respect to the use of
standard programs of quantum chemistry to calculate the
data. This property, which prompted a separate publication
of the statical and dynamical treatments, is due to the fact
that entrance and exit electronic states are infinitely excited,
and therefore a special, block-diagonalization procedure had
to be set up. These characteristics are common to all
Xq11H2 collisions involving bare ions, among other cases,
so that the description of our implementation should be of
general usefulness. In addition, the present work reported the
first systematic application of our modified7 MELD program6

to calculate nonadiabatic couplings.
For the specific case of the BeH2

41 system, we found that
for the energy range considered two states are mainly in-
volved, and the corresponding PES and dynamical coupling
have been presented in detail. These data display little de-
pendence upon the ‘‘bond’’ angleu, but a strong one on the
H–H ‘‘bond’’ distance. This has important dynamical
consequences,5 such as the inapplicability of Franck–
Condon-type approximations forE,9 keV. An open ques-
tion is the generality of these findings for other Xq11H2
collisions—that is, whether the present system can be con-
sidered as a prototype, or is on the contrary an exceptional
case. To answer it will obviously require some treatments on
other multicharged ion-molecule systems.
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